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Gogo’s new goat ... evidence that the goat pandemic continues at
the Lunch residence.
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Young people may be out of work, but their wallets are full
Recent Covid cases aside, Boo okay moving forward
By H it e

By Page

A
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a week as he works 28 hours
less.
“If they fired me and there
was no CARES act I would have
to find a job that is deemed
‘essential,’” said Warmenhoven
as he discussed hypotheticals,
“If [the boosted payments] run
out and Les Schwab can’t give
me more than 12 hours within
a month, I might have to give
them the boot.”
Abby Troy, a Mammoth
Lakes resident, worked as a
server at the Liberty Sports
Bar and Grill and as a junior
race team coach at Mammoth
Mountain.
Troy had applied for unemployment after tearing her
ACL/MCL last year and still
had a claim open. She had
a low base of $61 but is now
receiving $661 a week.
“My perspective was, I saved
good money through the winter. And I thought, it’s not going
to hurt anything [to collect],”
said Troy, “But this has already
lasted longer than I expected so
the money is going straight into
my savings.”
When Troy was let go from
Liberty, she was told she’d
be working by May. Which
became June. And at this point,
even Troy thinks that date
could be pushed all the way
back to July.

When Mammoth Hospital staff like Ali Miller (above) arrived for their
pre-shift temperature checks this week, they got a special surprise. Westerlay Orchids, based in Carpenteria, donated over 400 orchids to Mammoth
Hospital staff in honor of Hospital Week—enough that each staff member
received their own plant. Westerlay’s owner, Toine Overgaag, reached out
to Mammoth Hospital several weeks ago offering the donation (Overgaag’s
parents own a home in Mammoth). Westerlay Orchids has set a goal to
gift 100,000 orchids to front line workers and those isolated in quarantine.
The Carpinteria-based company has gifted over 80,000 orchids so far.

he economy, and the
world at large, is at
a standstill. The Fed
helped pass the CARES act to
help businesses stay afloat, to
bolster those receiving unemploymen, and even to give
stimulus checks to millions of
Americans.
This extra unemployment
money was promised at $600/
week, in addition to the unemployment pay base. This is
expected to run through July.
That means up to $9,600 of
extra unemployment money
per person.
Thus far, 36.5 million Americans have applied for unemployment in the last eight
weeks.
So what are folks doing with
their newfound wealth and
abundant time with no ioncentive to return to work?
“I have a lot more time on my
hands. I get to chill and play
beer die,” said Eli Warmenhoven, a 23-year old (and close
friend of Hite) living in Bend,
Oregon.
*Beer die is a drinking game
played outdoors with dice and
cups.
Warmenhoven graduated from Chico State with a
bachelor’s degree and immediately moved back home to
save money as he pays off his
student loans. He was a bookkeeper for Les Schwab Tires at
the time the pandemic hit..
Warmenhoven was making
around $700 a week working
full time but, when coronavirus came, he had his hours
reduced to 12 per week. “They
told me they had no intention
of firing me. But you saw that
story where they fired like 1,500
people. I just got lucky,” said
Warmenhoven.
Now, Warmenhoven is paying all his taxes up front and is
walking away with around $850
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Itching to reopen

fter a deflating press
release issued by the
Mono County Department Public Health on Monday, titled “RECENT COVID-19
CASES PREVENT MONO
COUNTY FROM MOVING
FULLY INTO STAGE 2,” there
was general pessimism that
Mono County may have to
wait another two weeks before
being allowed to enter into an
expanded stage 2 reopening.
But all may not be as it
seems. The new positive test

results came as a result of
contact tracing from someone
who reported to the hospital for
a reason other than Covid-19
and was found to be positive.
This meant that there was no
indication of further community spread, as the cases were
isolated together and had not
been in contact with others
outside of their small cluster.
All of which lead to Thursday’s Board of Supervisors
meeting where Public Health

see TWO, page 7
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Zach Petersen, a food runner at
Mammoth Tavern, has been attending online brewing school
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Abby Troy, a server at Liberty,
is eager to return to work once
restrictions are lifted.
“My life hasn’t changed that
much. I don’t spend a ton of
money so I have been living
pretty much the same,” said
Troy.
Troy was backcountry skiing
at first. Then she visited family.
And now she wants to take
a roadtrip up the California
coast. Troy reflected on the
moment. “All this made me appreciate being with my family
[in L.A.] at a time like this.”
Still, the lack of productivity
is bothersome for Troy, “I don’t
like collecting unemployment.
I hate not working,” she said.
Zach Petersen, a Mammoth
resident, worked as a foodrunner for Mammoth Tavern
until the restaurant halted
operations. Now Petersen is
temporarily living with his
parents in southern California
and saving up money to move
back to Mammoth, contingent
on a job.
Silver linings are far and in
between right now. Presumably, a certain percentage of

see RESTLESS, page 10
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Well, last week was just a mess.
Misspelled the editorial headline. Bea Beyer pointed out it’s spelled maneuver, not
manuever.
She was the only one who noticed.
Mammoth Mountain’s Joani Lynch noted that Vail is giving out credits toward
2020-2021, not refunds for 2019-2020 as I had wrongfully suggested.
And certain pages of the paper that were supposed to be printed in color got
printed in black-and-white because I had forgotten to notify the printer.
What the hell’s wrong with me?
But despite all that, I’m back again in the saddle tonight, marking The Sheet’s 17th
anniversary (first issue came out May 14, 2003). One year left until adulthood.
And possible good news, Ikonics, related to ski passes. Alterra Resorts CEO Rusty
Gregory suggested on the “Storm Skiing Journal and Podcast” hosted by Stuart Winchester on May 5 that Alterra’s terms and conditions regarding the Ikon pass may yet
further evolve (and become more customer-friendly).
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As I reflect upon this issue, I think there’s a theme running through it of winners
and losers. As in, government policy creating a playing field where there are those
who are largely insulated from the economic impact of the pandemic, and those
who are bearing the brunt. And perhaps a third group which believes it’s affected
(but is really not).
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I’ve spoken to a lot of folks in the restaurant business over the past week. Folks
who constitute some of the brightest and resourceful minds in the Sierra.
A few said they could make it at 50% capacity.
A few said they couldn’t. One said it’s tough enough to make it at 100% capacity.
It’s hard to walk away from onerous leases when you’ve invested so much in the
TIs (tenant improvements).
But commercial real estate will have to take a haircut. If capacity is reduced by
half, what does that make the real estate worth?
In particular, I was struck by what some owners of fine-dining establishments
said. How do you cultivate a fine-dining experience in an atmosphere akin to
downtown Chernobyl? And yet, some of the details they were thinking about were
so thoughtful, so human. Like the idea of having face shields versus face masks because the sharing of expression is so important in communicating a mood.

And how does a gal use her PPP loan to get people back to work knowing that there
won’t be enough work and enough labor to spend the money on.
Labor received handouts. Business owners will ultimately get stuck with loans to
repay that hardly helped them. Illegals? They get no help, either. Taxation without
representation/benefit. And some actually think they steal from us ...

One of the biggest obstacles for restaurateurs set on reopening is labor. As evidenced by our front page story, many workers are doing a helluva lot better financially right now than they ever did when they were employed,
So why would a guy forego unemployment plus $600/week to come back to work at
a 25-50% capacity restaurant?

Public agencies have also been slow to make adjustments. And public employees
have been big winners.
The City of Bishop finds itself in fairly perilous straits. According to a presentation
by Bishop City Manager Ron Phillips, the city estimates a $780,000 General Fund
shortfall for 2019-2020, rising to $1.1 million for 2020-2021.
In a conversation the next day, Phillips revised the 2020-2021 number upward to
$1.3-$1.6 million (out of a budget of $7.7 million).
This year, Bishop will draw down $600,000 in reserves to meet its obligations
through June 30.
And yet, some of the “cost-saving” measures that Phillips offered at the Council
meeting last Monday night reflected not so much cost-savings as cost-kicking-down
-the-road.
Like minimally funding retirement accounts that are already significantly underfunded.
Or postponing (not eliminating) cost-of-living-increases until 2021.
And the contemplation (horrors) of asking employees to pay 15% of medical premiums versus 10%.
The last item is the only “sacrifice” contemplated thus far in any of the cost-cutting
measures. The rest is just borrowing.
In Bishop’s defense ...
It has already offloaded the salaries of two police officers. One officer via a grant is
now the schools resource officer, Another officer left the force to join the MLPD.
Still, of Bishop’s $7.7 million budget, $3.1 milllion is spent on public safety.
Bishop is not filling vacant positions (there are five) and laid off 26 part-timers.
Phillips characterizes current staffing levels as “really thin.”
Unlike Mammoth, Bishop has thus far resisted a lot of extra taxes. Bishop doesn’t
have a UUT (Utility Users tax). Mammoth does.
Bishop’s room tax rate is a point lower than Mammoth’s.
Bishop doesn’t have a “local” sales tax, or TUT (Transactions and Use Tax). Mammoth’s is 0.5%.
Bishop doesn’t have a parcel tax. Mammoth does.
Phillips said “some kind of increase” would certainly be helpful.
“Myself, I lean towards no [on any increase] because it’s taxes.” -Mayor Laura
Smith.
Bishop has begun to face reality. Sort of. It is scheduled to discuss budgetary matters at length at its May 25 meeting.
As for Mammoth, well, it held a community conversation on May 12 and pointed
questions were asked regarding finances. I’ll let you, reader, parse through the transcript provided by Hite.
Q: It appears no efforts are being made to put a temporary freeze on funding of
NGO’s [non-government organizations such as Mammoth Lakes Tourism and Mammoth Lakes Recreation]. Considering we have no significant revenue source I implore
Council to make the tough decision to stop hemorrhaging money until we are able to
reopen.
Q: What’s the capacity of Town employees [currently] working. I understand that
Town staff might be working remotely. But I am specifically interested in knowing the
financial obligations and commitments. Is everyone being paid their usual rates? Has
anyone been furloughed or laid off, and if not, what is the plan?
Town Manager Dan Holler responded, “I can speak to a couple of those, but as
to funding the NGO’s, that is a Town Council policy question to address. We have a
lot of people working remotely, as well as some in the office. Obviously, our police
department is fully staffed and our road department is out doing regular road maintenance. So people that have met all of those conditions are being paid their normal
rates of pay. We have not laid off any active employees at this point. Early on, we let
go a number of our part-time employees earlier than normal. We have frozen a few

more LUNCH, page 7
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LETTERS
Boo bird
Dear Mammoth Lakes Town Council
and Town Manager –
One month ago I wrote some thoughts
that I shared with friends and some local, elected officials.
The essence: how far OFF projections of the EXPERTS (Dr. Fauci) were
in estimating how bad coronavirus was
going to be. The original estimate was
upwards of 1.7 million would die. Today,
of course, that estimate has been drastically reduced (by 90%?).
We have been in a two month lockdown, and the number of coronavirus
cases in both Inyo and Mono Counties
has remained pretty stable. Yet, after allowing Mono County to enter/continue
into a “stage two” of the “Calif. Stay at
Home Order” and having experienced
6 new cases (none of the 6 cases have
sought medical attention and three of
the six “had no symptoms at all”) in the
past week, Mono County Health Officer Dr. Tom Boo, and not our elected
officials, decided, under “state rules”
(one size fits all) to further postpone our
“stage two” status. This further jeopardizes the financial future of our local
businesses, local hospital and local
municipality.
With this new edict from our local
health official, we are effectively restricting the tourist revenues of our TOML
municipality, and further restricting
visitors from being able to enjoy the
outdoors in the Eastern Sierra. 66% of all
new virus cases nationwide have been
identified as individuals who have been
forced to “stay at home” and not venture
outside.
Since the “testing” capability in Mammoth is now greater, more people will
be “tested.” Yet, if those tested are “not
seeking medical attention,” and/or have
“no symptoms at all,” then why the need
to continue a quarantine/lock down of
citizens and visitors?
I understand that Mono County,
TOML, Mammoth Hospital, etc. all have
millions of dollars in reserves. Why
burn through these reserves needlessly?
*Warning: Once the reserves are gone,
public sector jobs must follow.
More Dr. Fauci nonsense. Today, the
good doctor said that he doesn’t see how
children will be able to go back to school
this coming fall.
It is FACT that it is not the children
who are most vulnerable. In one state
(South Carolina), not a single child, or
young adult under the age of 35 has actually died from coronavirus. Not a single
death! That’s out of approximately 2.5
million children and young adults in the
entire state. Less than 2% of the entire
state population under the age of 50 has
died. And Mammoth will not allow our
children to go back to school in the fall?
Additionally, in ten U.S. states, 60 to 80
% of the coronavirus deaths have sadly
come from nursing homes (80% in both
Minnesota and West Virginia). And that
in all the U.S., plus Europe, 50% or more
of all deaths have come from nursing
homes. The huge majority of cases and
especially deaths occur in older individuals with pre-existing physical conditions. The OVERWHELMING number of
coronavirus patients FULLY RECOVER.
This week, Arizona’s “stay-at-home or-

der” will expire, and the state will begin
to open up again, including gyms, pools,
movie theaters and sports leagues (so
when are our Mammoth, youth soccer
leagues planning on opening up?)
First it was flattening, or bending the
curve. Then it was having enough beds
and ventilators in our hospitals (that are
now going broke), now it is stage 1, stage
2, etc. We are likely never going to get
to zero risk of getting the virus. So, let’s
specifically protect our elderly, physically vulnerable, and our nursing homes.
And let the balance of society practice
social distancing, wear gloves and
masks, wash our hands frequently, open
back up our Town of Mammoth Lakes,
and stop flushing our savings/reserves
and our society down the toilet. Please
do it NOW, so we can have a “summer
season” before it is too late. And we can
start by hiring a brand new Mono County
Health Director.
John Eastman
Mammoth Lakes
Clear Metrics to Move Forward

Dear Editor:
As we wait for the state to give Mono
County permission to move forward, we
need to plan for future COVID surges. I
propose setting clear, data-driven “alert
levels” which would provide a strategy
to implement different measures of
increased containment such as social
distancing and sheltering in place.
These alerts would be triggered by daily
increases in COVID hospitalizations
and/or scarcity of beds. Hospitalizations
(not infection rates, which increase as
we have the capability of more testing)
should be the deciding factor. 
These measures will provide CONFIDENCE to businesses, employees and
individuals so that there is less economic
uncertainty and a better ability to adapt
nimbly.
Business owners, workers, and visitors
all need information about how Mono
County will move forward with COVID
containment, in order to make critical
decisions that affect each of us economically, including planning to avoid
bankruptcy and foreclosure.
Alert Levels

Just like our national security system
provides terrorist danger alerts, we can
monitor COVID hospitalization levels
to raise or lower the alert based on data. 
Suggested Levels for Mono County.
Alert Level 1: We can consider that at
this low level, the virus is spreading at a
rate in which our hospitals can handle
testing, out-patient treatment as well
as in-patient care. Consider New York.
Rather than trying to track the spread
of the disease by monitoring confirmed
infections, last week New York created its
own benchmark based on hospitalizations. They are also requiring that at least
30% of hospital beds remain available at
all times, to ensure hospitals will not be
overrun. 
The containment strategy for Level
1 would be the following: those at high
risk should continue to practice social
distancing like wearing masks, avoiding

more LETTERS, page 4
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continued from page 3
large gatherings, and everyone else
may go about their business as normal
with no social distancing. Keep in mind
that by allowing low-risk people to get
infected (most under 65 years old suffer no symptoms and 99.96% are not
hospitalized), we are slowly increasing
the likelihood of herd immunity, which
serves as a back-up plan while we wait
for the vaccine.
Alert Level 2: Now the virus is spreading at a higher rate. If our hospitals beds
get (are reduced) to 30% availability,
then hospitals are in jeopardy of being
overrun and thus we want to mitigate
that risk. Therefore Level 2 would be that
halfway point, or 65% of hospital beds
still available. This level would require a
combination of social distancing, masks
in public at all times, and sheltering in
place for the elderly and vulnerable to
help decrease the infection rate to get
back to Level 1.
Alert Level 3: The virus is now spreading at a faster rate and with hospital beds
at only 30% availability, there is a chance
that they cannot handle another surge.
This level would require all people to
shelter in place, including those not at
high risk. This would be a brief shutdown, but note that it would take effect
regionally, by city or county.
Each of these Alert Levels would be
monitored on a daily basis and shared
publicly. Officials monitoring the county
and town would have the power to turn
on or off the level swiftly based on hospitalization rates. This would allow for
shutdowns to be brief, allowing life to get
back to normal as soon as possible.

 onclusion
C

These concrete metrics would provide
CONFIDENCE to every resident to know
that our leadership is following measured, data-driven policies, and these
decisions would be transparent to all.

Michaela Vargas
Mammoth Lakes
National foot-shooting
Dear Editor:
“If the wealthy come through this just
as wealthy, if not more, while the vast
majority struggle, massive political disruption is possible.”
Well done Jack (in quoting professional pandemic hysteric Laurie Garrett).
Snorted a half cup of coffee through my
nose reading that Onion-style hyperbole
in your last column. Wry humor is what
I most like about your column. Often it is
the only thing I like about your column.
Wait a sec ... okay, keyboard cleaned
up. Where was I?
Oh yes, whose jobs remain largely
unaffected by the shelter-hide-cowerin-place policy we adopted from China
(along with a few other things)? Right,
those with “knowledge” jobs behind
computers, a disproportionately large
number of whom are highly salaried.
Who has lost their jobs, many never
to return, only to have to depend on
unemployment on which no one ever
prospers? Right, those with jobs in
hospitality, tourism, retail, manual labor,

a disproportionately large number of
whom are young/minority/disadvantaged and making at best modest wages
or eking out subsistence returns in small
businesses.
And who has forced this policy on
America? Right again! Politicians finding the mini-autocrat in their souls on
the pretext of ever-shifting advice and
constantly moving goalposts from government “scientists” who are, like their
political masters if not quite at the same
exalted level of graft, highly salaried, in
secure jobs, with generous sinecures
upon retirement.
There is no “if” about it. The national
reaction to a disease that statistically
bears little threat to those who are not
already old and infirm GUARANTEES
the wealthy will do far better than the
vast majority, who are GUARANTEED
to struggle – and all the government
financial pixie dust in the world cannot
prevent it.
And if that isn’t dispiriting enough,
consider this. As those jobs in hospitality, tourism, retail, and manual labor are
permitted by the overlords to resume, the
workers will be fenced off behind masks
and gloves and six feet or whatever the
“science” decides the magical distance
is to be, as if they are all Typhoid Marys
and we aren’t talking about a troubling
flu but the Bubonic plague. Societal
distrust is fostered and magnified, much
of that distrust intrinsically class-based.
The dysfunctions that this might lead to
almost certainly have not been considered by the “science”. If you want a small,
local sample, read blogs by certain local
real estate agents and you will find stated
desires to put cops down on 395 to stop
higher-earning people from entering
town because of dark hints of possible
“violence”. This, dear Jack, is but the start,
and is but one small example from one
small town relatively early on in this
self-inflicted exercise in national footshooting.
John Rogitz
San Diego
Let us fish!
An open letter to Inyo/Mono Counties:
Please consider opening up for fishing.
My friends and I are eagerly awaiting the
opportunity to come up from Manteca
and fish. We usually bring all our own
stuff and camp, legally, where allowed.

http://www.mono.courts.ca.gov/generalinfo/jury-grandjury.html or
Call Danielle Bauman, Executive Assistant at (760) 923-2321

We always pack out what we bring and
we always follow all the rules for camping, fishing, and whatever other laws
are in effect. We only catch and release
flyfish and always leave no trace when
we leave. We pick up and pack out any
trash we find on trails or along the rivers
or lakes. We respect the local communities. We occasionally will go into town to
get a meal or fishing gear as needed. We
also annually book pack trips at Leavitt
Meadows into remote lakes and do all we
can to support local businesses. Thank
you for your consideration.
Paul Bennett
Manteca
I forgot to mention that we will be
happy to comply with “social distancing”, mandates, wearing masks, or other
regulations you see fit to put in place to
protect the locals and the local businesses.
Save small business
Dear Editor:
We have all just witnessed unprecedented times over the past two months
with the closing of the world for COVID-19. And this virus could have been a
lot more serious than what it has proven
to be. We prepared for a new “World
Plague” that has ultimately turned out to
be less than anticipated. I respect each
and every one of you for doing your part
to “flatten the curve.”
That being said, and I direct this to
local public officials, each of you has a
duty to begin to get things opened back
up. Every day that you do not act tightens
the noose around the neck of the small
businesses that make our area so great.
Many of these small businesses have
been forced to close down for good, with
a few being lucky enough to hang on thus
far without going broke. In the beginning
of this pandemic each of you acted in
the best interest of our residents health,
but now its time to step up and get busy
protecting our local businesses’ financial
health. The greatness of our beloved area
has been built on the backs of our small
businesses. If you don’t do something,
there will not be any businesses left.
Open recreation, promote business
and save the area! Act now. Be heroes.
Dan Mills
Bridgeport

more LETTERS, page 15
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PHASERS SET ON TBD
By Hite

M

ammoth Lakes Tourism is
posturing to get back to work
when people are allowed to

travel.
At a Tuesday, May 12 special meeting, MLT Executive Director John Urdi
put an asterisk alongside Marketing
Director Matt Gebo’s presentation:
“Everything right now is a moving
target. I think looking at the latest cases
that came out yesterday in the [Mono]
County and looking at the guidelines for
us to get to the future phases, we’re still
a little ways away here. Even though we
originally had June 1 as a welcome back
date for lodging, I wouldn’t be surprised
if we see that moved.”
At the beginning of May, California
Governor Gavin Newsom told attendees of his daily briefing, “[California
is] many days, not weeks,” away from
opening and that, “As long as we continue to be prudent and thoughtful in
certain modifications, I think we’ll be
making some announcements.”
Governor Newsom made those
comments on May 1. Last week, Mono
County had six new cases.
So Monday’s announcement that
Mono County was abandoning moving
forward with stage two was not the announcement most wanted to hear.
For a County in California to progress

Phase one targets outdoor enthusiast
through stage two, it needs to meet key
criteria. One of those criteria is no more families of a slightly higher income class
than one COVID-19 infection, in the last who reside in ‘drive markets.’ They will
be targeted via YouTube and Facebook.
two weeks, per 10,000 people. Mono
This will cost MLT about $12,500 a week
County has around 14,000 people so if
which totals $50,000 for
there are 2 or more infour weeks of advertisfections in two weeks it
ing. The start date, as
cannot move forward.
Gebo said, is up in the
Still, MLT is gearing
air.
up for a world where
Even though we
Part of every phase
its services are needed.
It has developed a
originally had June 1 as involves educating
prospective tourists.
phased plan that will
a welcome back date Mayor Pro-Tem, Lynda
be sequenced together
based upon the liftfor lodging, I wouldn’t Salcido, mentioned a
desire to subtly show
ing of governmental
be surprised if we see people social distancrestrictions.
ing/wearing masks in
“We are primarily
that moved.
advertising campaigns.
going to be going after
-John Urdi
Some of the videos
the Southern California
have already been shot,
market. We do some
but staff promised to
advertising that hits
keep this in mind.
California/Nevada
Michael Ledesma,
together. We will obvithe restaurant repreously be cautious on
sentative on the MLT
that,” said Matthew
board, asked, “How do
Gebo, Director of Marwe measure success
keting for MLT, regardwith this campaign?”
ing phase one of the marketing plan,
Traditional metrics such as engage“The timing is very TBD,” he added. “We
ments per ad, or clicks per view, won’t
think this is going to be about a four
week campaign, this phase, but that will show an increase in Tourism. Even if
people come, if TBID/TOT numbers
remain to be seen.”

“

”

don’t substantially rebound, a campaign will be labeled a failure.
Basically, bringing people to Mammoth won’t be considered enough if
people aren’t spending dollars at our
local businesses.
Urdi described the difficulty of
projecting future TBID/TOT budget
revenue when everything is uncertain.
Then Urdi explained the educational
aspect of the campaign. Marketing the
message of how people should act at
restaurants/businesses is critical, and
more important, delivering a message
that going to these businesses is safe.
Gebo then moved onto plans for the
second phase. “The target audience is
relatively unchanged. The geography is
relatively unchanged. With the timing
and budget, it will be TBD when we
start to ramp this up. But it is about a
two-month effort through the summer.
Budget TBD, but we are recommending
about $30,000 a week.”
The official budget recommendation
said $31,000 a week for eight weeks
leading to a total campaign amount of
$248,000. It will utilize online platforms
YouTube, Facebook, Pinterest and
Google.
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continued from page 1
Officer Tom Boo announced that he
would be comfortable attesting to state
authorities on Monday, May 18 that the
county is ready to move into expanded
stage 2 reopening. If the state approves
Dr. Boo’s attestation, in-restaurant
dining would be allowed to return
along with destination retail stores and
schools, subject to some modifications.
This came as as surprise to Mono Supervisors who spent a not-insignificant
portion of the meeting receiving pleas
from community members to move
forward with reopening. Boo cautioned,
however, that if there were to be another
positive test case this week, his comfort
with the idea would lessen and attestation would have to be further delayed.
State guidelines dictate that counties must have a sustained rate 1 or less
new cases of Covid-19 for every 10,000
residents over a 14-day period before
an expanded stage 2 reopening can
occur. Board Chair Stacy Corless noted
in some cases, small counties like Mono
have had their reopenings approved by
the state despite not meeting the rate
benchmark.
Corless also spoke to a common
theme from public comment, asking
about a variation in the reopening that
would allow unincorporated Mono
County to reopen before the Town of
Mammoth Lakes. All but one of the
positive Covid-19 tests in-county have
come from Mammoth Lakes.
Boo, who’d previously asked the state
about such a possibility, explained that
he hadn’t heard an answer back yet
but added, “All they can do is say no, so

LOCAL NEWS/LUNCH
continued from page 2

sure, why not?”
To be clear: Monday’s attestation and
accompanying letters from the Board of
Mammoth Hospital will be for the entire
county, inclusive of Mammoth Lakes. If
that is rejected by the state, Boo and Supervisors would seek to gain a variance
that would allow unincorporated Mono
County to move to expanded State 2
reopening.
During the course of the meeting,
Mono County Economic Development Mgr. Jeff Simpson informed the
board of Alpine County’s plan to open
fishing season on Friday, May 15. The
Board reacted by designating an ad hoc
committee of Corless and Supervisor
John Peters to coordinate plans with
Inyo County to potentially bump up the
timeline on Mono’s fishing opener.
In addition, the Board received word
that Bodie State Park would be ready
to open at their discretion. A motion to
allow that plan to go forward was approved and Bodie will open on May 15.
A point of contention among supervisors during board deliberation was the
extent to which the county was willing
to disobey the governor’s orders. Supervisor Jennifer Kreitz came out in favor of
pushing back on state mandates, stating
“Let the state enforce them.”
She was also in favor of ceasing local
orders from county government, a sentiment that Supervisor Peters echoed.
“We’ve gotta stop talking about all of
this without having a challenge on the
table to preserve local economy,” Peters
said. He advocated potentially taking
legal measures against the state if they

opt not to respond to inquiries from the
county.
Supervisor Stump likened the whole
scenario to a nuclear bomb, comparing
how the initial blast kills people while
the fall-out radiation causes all sorts of
additional problems. Those problems,
in this case, included being cooped for
an extended period, potential loss of
livelihood, and an inability to obtain
medical treatment for issues unrelated
to Covid-19.
Supervisor Corless made it clear that
she would not support outright defiance
of the state’s orders, noting that there
has been backlash against counties and
businesses that have defied such orders,
such as the retraction of state funding
and state-issued permits.
The Board will hold another special
meeting on Monday to hear from other
stakeholders and approve its letter of
attestation to the governor.
Mono County testing update:
Tests Administered: 393 (+18)
Tests Negative: 358 (+36)
Tests Positive 33 (+0)/Deaths: 1
Inyo County testing update:
Tests Administered: 440 (NIHD, SIH,
& Toiyabe)
Tests Negative: 413
Tests Positive: 19/Deaths: 1
Tests Pending: 8
*Inyo County has not had a positive
Covid test in 27 days.

different full-time vacant positions. We
have gone through and stopped any
non-essential purchases for the next
couple months and we will continue that
through the fiscal year. We are in the
planning process ... looking at next year’s
budget as well as some funding plans/
opportunities. We do have some difficult decisions to be made in that area in
terms of work programs that need to be
reduced. There will be other measures we
need to take to make sure we are able to
continue to move forward in a financially
prudent manner.
Councilman John Wentworth addressed the NGO question, “These are
important questions. Obviously this is
not a meeting that the Town Council can
take any action on. But I would hope that
when we start getting into these issues,
these very difficult and tough financial
questions for the town, that we will be
making strategic decisions, we are putting the interest of the community first,
and that we are not cutting just to cut.
That we aren’t making arbitrary or capricious decisions. I am very much looking
forward to what the Town manager and
the mayor and the types of questions you
will bring about in front of us. To the folks
paying attention to the Council meetings,
we have requested that Rob, the Town’s
finance director, bring us scenarios that
we can use to balance and weigh the relative merits of the decisions we are going
to make. So that we can be doing this in
a strategic and tactical way to put the
interest of the community first. And that
we are not acting arbitrarily. Those are
my thoughts.”
Translation: mumblejumblemumble-

see LUNCH, page 13
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READY
TO SERVE?
How will businesses adapt in the Covid-era
By Pag e

A

s the business community attempts to figure out the do’s
and don’ts of reopening, it has
become increasingly clear that when
“non-essential” businesses do ultimately open for customers, they will do so
with a markedly different approach to
operations and management.
It’s an effort that requires not only following measures required by local and
state officials, but also making customers feel comfortable enough to spend
time in their businesses. On top of that,
limited capacity within spaces will
reduce potential profits while necessary
sanitation precautions can increase wait
times and staff responsibility.
In other words: a massive headache.
Dining establishments appear to face
the greatest obstacles; no one is expecting a rapid return to packed dining
rooms anytime soon. Can a restaurant
remain profitable at 50% capacity when
fixed costs remain largely constant?
It’s a question that owners and staff
will have to ponder as they wait for the
go-ahead to renew in-restaurant dining
when Mono and Inyo County get the
green light to move into Expanded Stage
2 of California’s four-stage reopening
plan.
The one consensus among restaurateurs is that dining, when it does return,
will be a fundamentally different experience from what it was pre-pandemic.
Guidelines issued by Mono County
Public Health for restaurant re-open-

ings requires restaurants to maintain
social distancing and high sanitation standards within the space while
employees will be gloved, masked, and
constantly bussing items to be cleaned.
Public Health also recommends replacing individual menus with online or
chalkboard menus to reduce the number of potentially contaminated surfaces. Limiting large groups and increasing
restroom disinfection efforts are further
recommendations.
*Anecdotally, there’s one establishment
with three restrooms which believes it
may have to employ someone specifically
to clean restrooms as the recommendation is for hourly maintenance.
Mammoth Lakes Chamber of Commerce hosted a public zoom meeting on
Monday to allow restaurateurs to come
together and share ideas or plans for reopening with one another.
“Restaurants reopening are going to
be some of the most difficult areas that
we’re going to face,” Chamber Executive
Director Ken Brengle told participants
on the call.
He also noted that Mammoth Police
Chief Al Davis has been in talks with the
Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) commission about serving alcohol outdoors
if restaurants opt to expand outdoor
seating.
Brengle then handed the reins to
Brandon and Theresa Brocia, owneroperators of Bleu Handcrafted Foods
and The Eatery at Mammoth Brewing

Company to lead off the discussion.
The Brocias explained that they’d
taken the time to think through every
step in the process of service for each
restaurant, tailoring specific plans for
each.
At The Eatery, customers would take
everything that they would need from
a central table, eat, and then place
dirty utensils/plates/cups in a tray on
a second, separate table to be bussed
back for cleaning, effectively removing
servers from the equation.
At Bleu, things would be a bit different. The Brocias proposed having separate waiters for handling clean things
and dirty things so as to limit the overall
number of people touching restaurant
items. Even salt and pepper shakers
would have be to be bussed for cleaning
before re-use.
What about using disposable utensils
and plates? The Brocias explained that
it would an economically and environmentally expensive undertaking, adding
“it’s not the best experience.
“I think people coming out are really
going to look forward to something
special,” Theresa said, “and if we make
them feel something less than that, it
isn’t the right messaging.”
On the topic of expense, Brandon
added that menus would have to reevaluated and trimmed down. He noted
that wholesalers are expecting “massive
shortages” as restaurants come back
online all at once, with substantial price
increases to be expected.
“Now could be a good time to finetune the menus before you get too attached to what’s in place,” he advised.
Russ Squier, co-owner of Gomez Restaurant and Tequileria, brought up the
question of social distancing and proper
hygiene as it pertains to bathrooms,
noting that the guidelines are vague on
the subject. The Brocias admitted that
they hadn’t really addressed that and
that individual spaces might need to
assess their needs on the issue.
There were two general takeaways
from the meeting: 1. Expect a set of
guidelines to be posted at the entrance
to the restaurants along with instructions from employees and 2. expanded
outdoor seating is a must in terms of
returning to profitability. The scenario

was described as “European,” akin to
the set up on a town square or piazza.
After the meeting, Brandon told the
Sheet, “There’s gonna be fears that are
out there, that our customers and our
staff have, and us as business owners
have … if we can’t mitigate those fears
within our business, we can’t get over
it.”
Brocia pointed to, among other
things, paying rent as an extreme
stressor in this scenario.
“Our businesses pay rent and mortgage based on square footage, Brandon
said, “At 50% [capacity] ... no one ever
came up with that business model.”
Both Brocia and Stu Need, owner of
Lakanuki, expressed an interest in an
expanded use of technology in restaurants. Need proposed a scenario where
someone sitting at a table in a public
place could order from any of the surrounding restaurants through their
phone.
For Need, one of his priorities is
navigating a path back to the late night
business that Lakanuki is known for,
with DJs and packed dance floors.
“For late night, that’s a very difficult
one to govern people’s safety because
I think all restrictions will have to be
lifted for that,” Need said. “You can’t
keep six feet separations [on a dance
floor], there’s no space, you’d have like
six people.”
And that’s without taking into account
lines, security checks, and bar/food
service.
Need expressed hope that things may
be less restrictive by winter, and that
younger people would be willing and
able to spend a night out at that time.
For now, “I don’t even know when
I’m gonna open because of the delay in
phase 2. I thought June 1 was a date we
could all hang our hats on,” said Need.
“We have to reevaluate, business,
food … get people to understand that
without each other, we could all just
lose it,” he added, “and I don’t think the
town needs that.”
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INYO BUSINESS TALKS BUSINESS

By Colleen M cG rego r

O

n Wednesday May 13, Leslie
Chapman, Assistant Inyo County
Administrator, introduced a
panel of small business owners ranging
from food and beverage to childcare services in a virtual town meeting hosted
through Zoom.
It was the first of series of panels
which will take place at 3 p.m. each
Wednesday. The panels are open to the
public and accessible through the Inyo
County website.
Panelists shared how they have been
impacted by the pandemic, and the experiences, hardships, ideas and advice
they hope to pass on to other businesses.
Lynn Cooper of the Inyo Council
of the Arts emphasized that as far as
scheduling and rescheduling events, the
Inyo Council of the Arts will be following state and county guidelines, not the
constantly changing speculations and
projections.
One of the most beneficial courses
of action that the ICA has taken is in
revamping its refund policy, including
full refunds and roll-overs. Cooper said
that by creating a clear, accommodating refund policy, the ICA was able to
build strong, positive relationships with
attendees.
She does worry that even if events are
rescheduled for later this summer, attendees might not come or feel safe.
Trey Matheu, G.M. of The Oasis of
Death Valley, stated that the uncertainty has been really tough on resorts
which wonder if they will be included

in the Stage 3 or Stage 4 category of the
reopening plan.
He added that one of the most important things to do during this time is
to keep customers up to date on future
opening times.
Matheu said his resort has implemented many new ideas & products to
make guests feel safe, including the removal of in-room coffee makers as well
as breakfast buffets.
He hopes to implement hydrostatic
fogging machines in the future, even
though they will not be available until
July.
“There is both a blessing and a curse
during these times for his business,”
Matheu said. “The curse is that the
business is not making any money. The
blessing is the opportunity to come to
a complete stop and reevaluate, brainstorm, and figure out best practices.”
Gary Murrey is the G.M. of the Paiute
Palace in Bishop. The unique thing
about the Paiute Palace, Murrey noted,
is that it has dine-in, take-out, bars, and
gaming activities that fall into different
categories and stages in the reopening
process.
Murrey said that the casino has
prepared a new playbook for team
members and new strategies for reopening such as an automated temperature
device, touchless entry into the building,
disposable dishes and drinkware, and
the addition of several sanitizing crew
members.
Deena Conway, representing personal
service salons including hair, nails, and

spa, spoke next.
She talked about some of the ways
her business has stayed afloat during
these past few months, such as door-todoor delivery of beauty products and
the purchase of e-certificates. She also
discussed the concerns she has for when
her business reopens.
Since the salon cannot double-book
customers, its employees will have to
work longer hours for less money.
Moreover, they will have to go through
extra cleaning steps, adding an additional 15-30 minutes between each client.
She recommended that businesses
save and prepare for longer order waits
to obtain product. Like Matheu, she also
hopes to invest in a hydrostatic fogging
machine.
Shanna Nelson from Discovery Point
Preschool represented the child care
community.
While many believe that childcare
should be open for working parents and
essential workers, Shanna expressed
that it is very difficult, if not impossible,
to practice social distancing and maskcovering with three year olds.
One of the most important things,
Shanna said, is the social and emotional
status of her students when preschool
reopens. Since these children have been
home with their parents, it will be especially hard for them to return to school
and they will often be clingy and afraid.
Shanna says that trying to social distance from a crying child (which can last
two minutes or two hours) is an impossible standard to meet.

Scott Piercey from High Country Lumber shared the Stage 1 retail aspect of the
pandemic.
One of the hardest challenges for him
has been maintaining positive staff morale. 1/3 of employees left at the start of
the pandemic due to the uncertain circumstances and that many are stressed
out and emotional, emphasizing the
importance of supporting employees.
As a Stage 1 Bishop Main Street business, Dustin DelGiudice of the looney
Bean said the going has been rough.
He talked about how he’s had to
accelerate and condense a 5 year business plan for the Looney Bean into
5 weeks (an example, food delivery
services). He referred back to what Scott
Piercey said about “learning to fly the
plane as we build the plane.”
DelGuidice observed that, within
the store, more people get upset
when someone comes in without a
mask.
Finally, Tawni Thomson from the
Bishop Visitor’s Bureau and Chamber
of Commerce reported that there have
been many inquiries coming in from
tourists interested in visiting Bishop in
the future.
While advertising is paused, potential
tourists have the option of purchasing egift cards in anticipation of a future visit
to Bishop.
Thomson also thanked some anonymous donors that have greatly helped
the Visitor’s Bureau and Chamber of
Commerce during these times of financial instability.
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RESTLESS
continued from page 1
the 36.5 million unemployed are learning new skills to bring back to the workforce. Petersen is using his newfound
money to pay for online brewing school.
A $3,000 venture that he hopes will set
him up for more opportunity when he
gets back to Mammoth.
The added unemployment money has
essentially created a nationwide universal basic income (UBI) study.
Proponents of UBI claim the money
offers a higher income floor for a population, which will maintain a certain
level of security and perhaps encourage
people to explore and gain new skills

with less risk.
But Denicke was about to graduate
Those against UBI claim it will lead to
and look for other
laziness. If people
jobs anyways. “I
have a guaranteed
want to move out
income then they
[of mom and dad’s
will have no exhouse]. But I want
I’m just gonna do
traneous desire to
to find a good job
produce.
things that I’ve always before I do,” said
Both sides are
Denicke.
likely right. But for
Denicke told
wanted to do.
Peterson and Clair
The Sheet that the
Denicke, a current
extra unemploybusiness-marketing
ment money has
major at Sonoma
raised her bar as she
State, the extra
-Maurice Cooper searches for her first
post-college job.
The incentive to
work is still there,
only now, she has
the freedom to try
and find a job that
fits her criteria. “I
probably would
unemployment money have accepted whatever job came my
has represented an
way,” said Denicke as she discussed the
overt positive.
possibility of receiving no extra unemDenicke went from
ployment money.
being a student working part-time making
When Mammoth Mountain closed for
about $600 a week to
the season, Maurice Cooper was told
doing online classes
that the best thing he could do was colat home making $950
lect unemployment.
a week. She lost her
Cooper, who had worked as a ski injobs at a winery near
structor and host for mountain events,
Sonoma, and also as
says he’s making more now than he was
an intern for Leonor
while working for the mountain and
Greyl, a company that
he’s using his spare time to work on
sells hair products, in
personal goals like content creation and
the same month.
fitness.

“

”

Maurice Cooper

5/31/2020

Clair Denicke
“It’s never been this high,” Cooper
said, noting that prior to the pandemic,
unemployment checks would be in
thr $250-$350/week range, depending
upon current income.
As of now, he’s waiting to hear if his
summer job as a tour guide for the
Mono Historical Society’s trolley tours
will still go ahead. In the meantime,
Cooper says, “I’m just gonna do things
that i’ve always wanted to do.”
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TERRAPIN STATION

Station Eleven
Emily St. John Mandel
Knopf
333 p.

The world of post-apocalyptic or
“doomsday” fiction is vast, covering a
wide variety of potential outcomes for
humanity that make our future seem quite
bleak. During the Covid-19 pandemic,
it almost makes sense to turn to these
books, TV shows, and movies for any hint
of what a future might hold. While some
novels, like Cormac McCarthy’s The Road,
vie for the title of most depressing future
imaginable, others maintain a sense of reality while pulling back from the extremes
that other writers envision.
And then some create a unique story,
one that is less about the apocalypse at
hand and more about coincidental fate,
the unconscious unfolding of an epic
drama that ties individuals in a crumbling
world to one another.
Emily St. John Mandel’s Station Eleven
opts for the latter approach.
Sales of the book have been up since
the pandemic began as people search for
the aforementioned blueprint. And while
its true that Station Eleven imagines an
impossibly lethal disease as the culprit for
humanity’s collapse, Mandel opts to focus
on the power of the past and the unshakeable coincidences that play out over a

lifetime.
The narrative’s primary focus is Kirsten
Raymonde, a child actress before the outbreak who has joined up with a troupe of
actors and musicians known as the “Traveling Symphony” who perform classical
music and Shakespeare in the remaining
towns of the Great Lakes region. As the
reader is consistently reminded, Shakespeare worked and lived during an era of
consistent plague in England.
But at the center of the novel is Arthur
Leander, a famous actor who died on
stage in front of Kirsten at the outset of
the pandemic, twenty years prior. Arthur
and his death serve as connecting threads
in the present of the shattered world but
getting to an understanding of how those
threads came to be takes a bit more effort.
Interspersed within Kirsten’s story as
to what was once Michigan are the stories
of Arthur, his first wife Miranda, his best
friend Clark, and a paparazzo-turnedEMT named Jeevan who tended to Arthur
on the night of his death.
The narrative of the book, much like
the characters who inhabit civilization’s
aftermath, is rooted firmly in a wistful remembrance of the past. Kirsten and other
members of the Traveling Symphony
harbor obsessions with various aspects of
popular culture while reminding people
of the their humanity through performance. There is a Museum of Civilization
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devoted to relics of the once-functioning
world: computers, iPhones, newspapers,
high-end clothing. Younger people badger
older ones about memories from their
lives before.
In Mandel’s imagined future, the past is
an invaluable resource that is both comforting and painful, something to hold
onto for hope as things fall apart. Kirsten’s
obsession with Arthur Leander’s life,
spurred on by a collection of his ex-wife’s
comic books (the titular Station Eleven)
drives her through life in the wasteland;
another character hoards TV Guides.
The present-day plot follows the Traveling Symphony’s arrival at a community
known as St. Deborah by the Water to
perform A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
The town, it is soon revealed, has become
home to a fanatic cult, led by a prophet
who views the virus as a great cleanser of
humanity. When the Symphony refuses to

I
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leave one of their own as a “wife” for the
prophet, the danger of the post-pandemic
world becomes all too real.
Much like Arthur, whose presence sustains through to the present-day long after
he’s gone, the virus that ravaged humanity
is non-existent twenty years after the initial outbreak but its effects are sustained
nonetheless.
The virus, called The Georgian Flu, was
hyper contagious and extremely lethal;
those who caught it died within the span
of a day and it wiped out 99% of humans.
Survivors were either naturally immune or
were able to avoid catching it by isolation.
The turning point for humanity in the
progression of the virus is power; with no
one to maintain or operate power facilities and generators, society is effectively
reset to the Middle Ages. But vestiges of
humanity remain with a hope that, even
after 20 years, things may someday return
to a version of how they once were.
Station Eleven is especially relevant
now, not merely for the virus that creates
its narrative arc, but for its vision of what
humanity clings to in desperate times and
the hope that things could get better.
It’s refreshing in that Mandel isn’t afraid
to take her foot off the gas pedal and
ratchet down the intensity of the postapocalyptic narrative. Part of what makes
the novel enjoyable is figuring out how
the past connects with the present and
searching for the little clues that Mandel
has added to strengthen that link.
And there’s also the slight comfort that
yes, one day, things will get better.
			 -Page
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calendar of events
TOWN STUFF

TOWN STUFF

Tuesday, May 19/
Mono County Board of Supervisors
meets 9 a.m. over teleconference.
For agenda and meeting: https://
monocounty.ca.gov/meetings
Inyo County Board of Supervisors
meets starting 8:30 a.m. over
teleconference. For Zoom link:
visit https://zoom.us/j/868254781.
Agendas available at inyocounty.us
Disabled Sports Eastern Sierra
(DSES) hosts Story Time with Cara
and Jack. 4 p.m. This week: Cara and
Jack will share a selection of books
by Julia Donaldson, author of The
Gruffalo and The Fish Who Cried
Wolf. Zoom Link: https://zoom.
us/j/2417846813

Wednesday, May 20 (cont.)
Mammoth Lakes Town Council
meets virtually. 4:30 p.m. Visit
townofmammothlakes.ca.gov to
tune in via granicus.

Wednesday, May 20/
INYO350 is inviting the public
to a Virtual Natural History talk
entitled Detecting the Threatened
Sierra Nevada Red Fox. Lecturer:
Brian Hatfield of the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife
(CDFW). Time: 7 p.m. In order to
attend the online presentation,
please send an email to info@
inyo350action.org and a link will
be emailed to you. There will be
an opportunity for questions and
answers after the presentation.
Webinar Wednesday from
12-1 p.m. hosted by the CSUBakersfield Small Biz Development
Center. Get the latest on PPP and
other programs designed to aid
small business. To get in the loop
and on the call, email Kelly Bearden
@ kbearden@csub.edu.
Inyo County hosts a weekly
business to business webinar
hosted by Asst. CAO Leslie
Chapman. Time: 3 p.m. For details/
link, visit www.inyocounty.us.

AUTO - HOME - COMMERCIAL - HEALTH

AT THE MOVIES
OWNERS/BROKERS
Alicia Olson
Eric Olson
LIC # 0I19200
LIC # 0783148
info@MammothInsurance.com
625 Old Mammoth Rd, Mammoth Lakes

MammothInsurance.com
CALL 760-934-2200
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MAMMOTH LIQUOR
Beer lovers’ candy store

Selection of more than 300 beers
OPEN 12-5 PM
ORDER AT WINDOW/NO ENTRY

Thursday, May 14/
934.6260
Mono County’s Covid-19 weekly
community conversation. 5:30 p.m.
Log-in information at coronavirus.
monocounty.ca.gov.
Ongoing:
Mammoth Taxi Delivery brings you
free local restaurant deliveries. Call
for availability. 760.937.8294.
Vons offers two hours of shopping
Monday-Friday from 7-9 a.m. for
those shoppers who may be virusvulnerable.
Mammoth Food Bank hours
are 10-12 and 3-5 on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
All TOML parks, playgrounds and
facilities closed except Whitmore.
Fishmas now falls on June 1.
The U.S. Census is hiring. Immediate
need for applicants to fill our Census
Taker positions. No experience
necessary; Paid training, Paid
weekly; Flexible Schedule; 57 Cents
per mile driven! Please call: Vicki
Lewis, Recruiter 661.447.7238 or
email @ Victoria.lewis@2020census.
gov for immediate registration

Main St. Next to Rick’s
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NO CLASS-IFIEDS
Help Wanted

Sierra Employment Services, Inc.
is hiring for the following positions
MCWD Civil Eng. - ML - $32.10- 42.62
Parking Lot Attend - B - $14-16
Staff Accountant - B - $29.06
Retail Clerk - B - $13
Bookkeeper - ML - $18-22
General Laborers - ML - $15-20
Call Us Today
760-924-0523 or 760-873-8599
Complete job list at:
www.sierraemployment.com/joblist.
com<http://www.sierraemployment.
com/joblist.com>
Mammoth Spa Creations is looking for an
additional member for it’s team. We currently have an immediate opening for a spa
Maintenance Technician position, we are
also hiring an Office Assistant.These are Full
Time Positions (Monday through Friday).
These positions offers vacation accrual,
benefits and paid holidays. Experience is
preferred, but not required. Heavy lifting is
required. Please call 760-924-3091 or stop
by the store located at 1401 Tavern Road
Mammoth Lakes for more information and
to pick up an application. Resumes can be
e-mailed to mammothspa@aol.com.

The Alpenhof Lodge is accepting applications for full-time & part-time, year round
and seasonal positions. Applicants must be
available to work weekends and holidays.
Front desk, day and evening positions are
available as well as housekeeping positions.
Please apply in person at 6080 Minaret Rd,
Mammoth.

Vacasa is hiring full and part time housekeepers in Mammoth Lakes/June Lake with
pay starting at $18/hour. Apply at vacasa.
com/careers.
Mammoth Taxi is accepting resumes for
experienced drivers with great customer
service and clean driving records. We are
also looking for office staff for the right
person with great organizational skills
and customer service background. Please
inquire with Scottie at 760-914-7433. www.
mammoth-taxi.com.
White Mountain Fire Protection District
is in need of a Grant Writer!! WMFPD
seeks an individual with desire and experience to pursue several upcoming grant
opportunities. USDA Rural Facilities Grant,
Assistance to Firefighters Grant and Supporting and Improving Rural EMS Needs
(SIREN) Grant to name a few. If interested,
contact us. Facebook page “White Mountain
Fire Department” or call: 760-933-2252

For Rent
2 BDR/I BA unfurnished ML apt. Ground
floor. Huge kitchen. Deck. No garage - two
cars max. Backs to green belt. $1,750/mo.
Call 760.937.7569.
2BDR home in Bishop available for
nightly rental. Creek, trees, views. Locals/
healthcare/emergency workers only. Call
Lunch to inquire. 760.937.4613.
COZY HOME IN OLD MAMMOTH 2 +
1 w/office,1 Yr. Lease, Unf., Updated Kit. &
Bath, 1100 sq. ft. House on Lg Lot. Wood
stove, Parking, Avail. June 1, $1850 Mo., 818
421-6339

continued from page 7

Help Wanted

La ayuda Deseada

MAMMOTH COMMUNITY WATER
DISTRICT’S General Manager’s Office is
currently recruiting for one permanent
District Engineer position in the Engineering
Department.
FOR APPLICATION INFORMATION/TO APPLY: Please see the District website http://
www.mcwd.dst.ca.us/employment.
Mammoth Lakes Housing, Inc. supports
workforce housing for
a viable economy and sustainable community.

Mammoth Lakes Housing, Inc. apoya vivienda para los trabajadores para
crear una economía viable y comunidad
sostenible.
Mammoth Lakes Housing, Inc. (MLH) busca
directores nuevos para la Junta Directiva de
la organización. Al mínimo, uno de los nuevos directores debe cumplir con los siguientes requisitos de la Organización de Desarrollo de Vivienda Comunitaria (CHDO):
•Ser un residente de bajos ingresos;
•Vivir en un vecindario de bajos ingresos; O
•Ser elegido por una organización local que
atiende a miembros de la comunidad de
bajos ingresos.
Todas personas interesadas en ser voluntario para la Junta Directiva de MLH deberían
trabajar bien como parte de un equipo, estar
dispuesto a poner tiempo y esfuerzo, creer
en la misión y los valores de la organización,
y permitir que la Junta aborde las áreas programáticas de la corporación.
Algunos de los programas emocionantes son
asistencia con “el pago primero” para comprar un hogar, casas con título de propiedad
restringido para vender de tasa abajo del
mercado, ayudando al gobierno del Pueblo
implementar El Plan de Acción de Vivienda
Comunitaria, y la conversión del edificio
comercial en apartamentos.
Hay muchos beneficios de servir en una
Junta Directiva de una organización sin
fines de lucro incluyendo: el desarrollo de
habilidades de liderazgo, la posibilidad de
afectar cambio positivo, oportunidades de
establecer contactos, retribuyendo a la comunidad, la comprensión de la gobernanza
de organizaciones sin fines de lucro, y experiencia con el pensamiento del panorama
completo.
Si usted está interesada, por favor contacte
a Patricia Robertson para una aplicación,
o entregue su currículum o carta de interés
a Patricia a patricia@mammothlakeshousing.org, o en la oficina de MLH a 587 Old
Mammoth Road Suite 4, o mande por correo
a P.O. Box 260, Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546.
Las solicitudes deben presentarse el 1° de
abril.

Mammoth Lakes Housing, Inc. (MLH)
seeks new directors for the Board. Minimally, one of the new directors must meet
the following Community Housing Development Organization (CHDO) requirements:
•Be a low-income resident;
•Live in a low-income neighborhood; OR
•Be elected by a local organization that
serves low-income community members.
All those interested in volunteering on the
MLH Board should work well in a team
setting, be willing to put in time and effort,
share in the mission and values of MLH, and
enable the Board to address the corporation’s program areas. Some of the exciting
programs include homebuyer assistance,
below-market rate rentals, assisting the
Town to implement the Community Housing Action Plan, and the adaptive reuse of a
commercial property into affordable rentals
for locals, anticipated to break ground in
Spring/Summer of 2021.
There are many personal and professional benefits that come from serving on a
non-profit Board of Directors such as: the
development of leadership skills, a chance
to affect change, networking opportunities,
the chance to give back to the community,
an understanding of non-profit governance,
and experience with big picture thinking
If you are interested, please contact Patricia
Robertson for an application, or submit your
resume/CV, or letter of interest to Patricia at
patricia@mammothlakeshousing.org, (760)
934-4740, or 587 Old Mammoth Road Suite
4/PO Box 260, Mammoth Lakes. Applications are due April 1, 2020.

For Hire
Z-Z-ZIPPERS. Sportswear, parkas, pants,
duffels, day packs. Hems too. Expert work,
prompt service. Call 760-873-4499

For Sale
2006 Subaru Forester. 150,000 mi., for
sale Bishop/Mammoth. Recent timing belt,
AC good. Paint green fair. int good $3,900
OBO. 626.893.3025
For Sale by Owner: rarely available
Bigwood Condo, 1BD/1BA, sunny unit
with 1-car garage, deck, ski locker, recent
upgrades, close to pool/spa. $265,000. Call
Mike: 760.914.1877

PERSONALS
I heard you ... are looking for someone
to shelter-in-place with. I'm in, so long as
we are sheltering with Shelter Distillery and they do deliver!
In search of ... a coronaffair, but will
settle for a one-night exposure. Will only
engage in positions which promote social
distance. Meet me at Shady Rest on Saturday afternoon for your favorite trailhead ...
I saw you ... backed down from continuing into stage two. I think if it were called
stage 69 no one would bother stopping.

jumblepassthebuckdontmakeanyoneuncomfortablesitonassdontdoadamnthingletDanandRobleadusbythenose.
Then Town Finance Director Rob Patterson chimed in, “I think Mr. Wentworth
did a good job of explaining the process
we are about to take. We budget very
conservatively year after year
*Lunch: I agree. This is true.
That does a couple of different things.
Number one it sets us up to weather a
short storm like this. But also, we have
set aside those excess dollars into the
reserves to try and protect us. This limits
the size of our operation so that if we
need to cut back, even in a year where we
are down $6 million, we can sustain what
we have ... We are working through the
cuts that we need to make in that process
… Making arbitrary decisions so you will
have some inflicted pain, I don’t support
that.
Where I would challenge Patterson.
The town bonded $5.5 million for a rec
center project which appears permanently on hold. The town seems to be using
that bond money as a de facto reserve account. This would be disingenuous. And
we've spent more than $300,000 servicing
that bond since 2017.
Second, Public Works Director Grady
Dutton talked last week about all the
designated accounts (housing, roads, airport) that are effectively getting drained
to bolster the town's financial position.
I would hate to think whatever money
we've saved over the past few years will
disappear into the great, bureaucratic,
self-dealing maw.
That would consign taxeaters to the
aforementioned category #3.

Fictitious Business Name Statement
The Following Person
Is Doing Business As:
ABS Metals Gunsmithing
Michael Fuller
412 Western Drive
Coleville. Ca. 96107
This business is conducted by a individual.
The registrant commence to transact business under the fictitious business name
listed above on August 12, 2019.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk of Mono County on June 24, 2019.
File Number 19-128
2020-0071 ( 5/2, 5/9, 5/16, 5/23)
Fictitious Business Name Statement
The Following Person
Is Doing Business As:
Blizzard Fire Protection, LLC

Blizzard Fire Protection, LLC
1442 Tavern Rd. , P.O. Box 1450
Mammoth Lakes, Ca. 93546
This business is conducted by a limited liability company. The registrant commenced
to transact business under the fictitious
business name listed above on January
1,2020. This statement was filed with the
County Clerk of Mono County on April 7,
2020. File Number 20-084
2020-0074 (5/9, 5/16, 5/23, 5/30)
Fictitious Business Name Statement
The Following Person
Is Doing Business As:
Mammoth Lakes Laundromat

Creekside Services, LLC.
40 Evergreen St., P.O. Box 100 PMB 254
Mammoth Lakes, Ca. 93546
This business is conducted by a limited liability company. The registrant commenced
to transact business under the fictitious
business name listed above on February
5,2020. This statement was filed with the
County Clerk of Mono County on March 20,
2020. File Number 20-077
2020-0066 (4/25, 5/2, 5/9, 5/16)

$21.71 $25.13/hr.
Full-time hours
available for the
2020
summer
months.
For more
information and
to apply, visit
www.townofmammothlakes.ca.gov
or call (760) 965-3663
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Notice Inviting Bids
NOTICE INVITING BIDS
CAP 20-008
The Town of Mammoth Lakes will receive sealed bids for
the work shown on the plans entitled:
2020 PARKS ELECTRICAL UPDATE In the Town of Mammoth Lakes for The Town of Mammoth Lakes, California
Bids will be received at the Office of the Town Clerk of the
Town of Mammoth Lakes located at:
437 Old Mammoth Road, Suite 230, Mammoth Lakes,
California 93546 until 4:00 PM on Friday, May 29, 2020 at
which time they will be publicly opened and read.
Proposal forms and Contract Documents for this work
are included in the specifications.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Project includes work at
Shady Rest Park and Mammoth Creek Park; including the
installation of GFI outlets, lockable electrical pedestals,
removal of a utility pole, and installing approximately 150
ft of conduit.
The engineer’s estimate for this project is between $9,200
and $10,000. Project location is at Mammoth Creek Park,
Mammoth Lakes CA and Shady Rest Park, located at
Sawmill Cutoff, Mammoth Lakes, CA.
The work includes full compliance with all applicable
laws, rules and regulations. The work shall be completed
within the time set forth in the Contract.
Plans and specifications may be obtained for a NONREFUNDABLE FEE as listed below:
Description:
Plans & Specifications
(incl. bid forms)
Picked up at the Town Offices
$25.00
Shipped UPS, FedEx, or US Mail
$75.00
To order the plans and specifications by telephone call
(760) 965-3653. Plans and specifications are also available on the Town of Mammoth Lakes website at http://
www.ci.mammoth-lakes.ca.us/bids.aspx. To be listed on
the Bidder’s List the Contractor should email cbrownlee@townofmammothlakes.ca.gov all bidder information including project name, name, affiliation, phone
number, fax number, and email address.
A non-mandatory pre-bid meeting will be held at the
conference room at the Town Offices on Thursday, May
21, 2020 at 2:00 PM, located at 437 Old Mammoth Road,
Suite 230, Mammoth Lakes, California.
The contractor shall have a valid Class B or Class C-10
Contractor license and a current Business Tax Certificate
and shall maintain all required licenses throughout the
duration of the Contract. The Contractor shall demonstrate his qualifications by having adequate equipment
in good working order, experience, and ability to perform
work. The Town will be the sole judge as to the qualifications of each bidder.
Each bid must be accompanied by a certified or cashier’s
check payable to the order of the Town of Mammoth
Lakes, or by a bid bond in the sum of not less than 10% of
the total amount of the bid, as a guarantee that the bidder
will enter into the proposed contract if it be awarded
him/her. A labor and materials bond and faithful performance bond each equal to 100% of the bid are required
to be provided by the awarded contractor. All bonds
shall be executed by an admitted surety insurer meeting
the requirements of California Code of Civil Procedure
Section 995.120.
The Director of Industrial Relations has determined the
general prevailing rate of per diem wages in the locality
in which this work is to be performed for each craft or
type of worker needed to execute the Contract which will
be awarded to the successful bidder, copies of which are
on file and will be made available to any interested party
upon request at Town Hall or online at http://www.dir.
ca.gov/dlsr. A copy of these rates shall be posted by the
successful bidder at the job site.
The successful bidder and all subcontractor(s) under
him, shall comply with all applicable Labor Code provisions, which include, but are not limited to the payment
of not less than the required prevailing rates to all workers employed by them in the execution of the Contract,
the employment of apprentices, the hours of labor and
the debarment of contractors and subcontractors.
Pursuant to Labor Code sections 1725.5 and 1771.1, all
contractors and subcontractors that wish to bid on,
be listed in a bid proposal, or enter into a contract to
perform public work must be registered with the Department of Industrial Relations. No bid will be accepted, nor
any contract entered into without proof of the contractor’s and subcontractors’ current registration with the
Department of Industrial Relations to perform public
work. If awarded a Contract, the Bidder and its subcontractors, of any tier, shall maintain active registration with
the Department of Industrial Relations for the duration
of the Project.
This Project is subject to compliance monitoring and
enforcement by the Department of Industrial Relations.
In bidding on this project, it shall be the Bidder’s sole
responsibility to evaluate and include the cost of complying with all labor compliance requirements under this
contract and applicable law in its bid.
Pursuant to Public Contract Code section 22300, the successful bidder may substitute certain securities for funds
withheld by the Town to ensure performance under the
Contract.
The Contract will be awarded to the responsible bidder
submitting the lowest responsive bid. The Town reserves
the right to waive any informality or irregularity in a bid.
The Town of Mammoth Lakes reserves the right to reject
any and/or all bids, or to utilize any alternative procedures authorized by the Public Contract Code Sections
20166 and 20167.
The Contract will be awarded to the responsible bidder
submitting the lowest responsive bid. The Town reserves
the right to waive any informality or irregularity in a bid.
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Notice of Public Hearing

Notice of Ordinance (cont.)

The Town of Mammoth Lakes reserves the right to reject
any and/or all bids, or to utilize any alternative procedures authorized by the Public Contract Code Sections
20166 and 20167. Submission of a bid shall be deemed
conclusive evidence that the bidder has thoroughly
examined the plans, specifications and the site of all work
and the bid takes all costs into account. Each bid shall
remain good for a minimum of sixty (60) days after bid
opening.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Mono County
Planning Commission will conduct a public hearing
on May 21, 2020. As authorized by Gov. Newsom’s Executive Orders, N-25-20 and N-29-20, the meeting will
be accessible remotely by livecast at: https://zoom.us/
join and by telephone at: 669-900-6833 (Meeting ID#
is 956 6778 3915) where members of the public shall
have the right to observe and offer public comment, to
consider the following:

SECTION ONE: The recitals listed above are hereby adopted
as findings of the Board of Supervisors.

Technical questions should be directed to Colin Brownlee at the Office of the Director of Public Works, Town of
Mammoth Lakes, California, by telephone (760) 965-3653
or email cbrownlee@townofmammothlakes.ca.gov. Oral
clarifications are non-binding and any changes shall be
issued by written addenda only.

10:05 a.m. CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 20-001/
Barter for an owner-occupied short-term rental use
of two bedrooms within an existing three-bedroom
residence located at 320 Mountain View Dr (APN
064-150-004) in Swall Meadows. The land is designated
Estate Residential (ER). Maximum occupancy is five
people and two vehicles. Project materials are available for public review online at https://monocounty.
ca.gov/meetings?field_microsite_tid_1=597 and hard
copies are available for the cost of reproduction by
calling 760-924-1800.
10:25 a.m. JUNE LAKE HIGHLANDS SPECIFIC
PLAN AMENDMENT, to amend the 2001 June Lake
Highlands Specific Plan in order to allow owner-occupied and non-owner-occupied transient rental (less
than 30 days) on the following 20 parcels: 015-290-001,
-011, -012, -014, -027, -031, -032, -033; 015-300-001,
-002, -003, -004; and 015-310-011, -022, -023, -024,
-025, -026, -028, -029.
If approved, only these properties will be allowed
to obtain a Vacation Home Rental Permit, which is a
ministerial permit approved at the staff level and is not
subject to further public input, to conduct transient
rental. In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act, a Notice of Exemption will be filed.
Project materials will be made available for public
review online at https://www.monocounty.ca.gov/
planning/page/projects-under-review and hard copies
are available for the cost of reproduction by calling
760-924-1800.
10:55 a.m. JUNE LAKE HIGHLANDS TENTATIVE
TRACT MAP AMENDMENT 34-26. Proposal to amend
Tract Map No. 34-26, removing Condition of Approval
#44 that prohibits transient rentals (less than 30 days).
In accordance with the California Environmental
Quality Act, an exemption is proposed. Project materials will be made available for public review online at
https://www.monocounty.ca.gov/planning/page/
projects-under-review and hard copies are available
for the cost of reproduction by calling 760-924-1800.

TOWN OF MAMMOTH LAKES, CALIFORNIA
Jamie Gray, TOWN CLERK			
May 5, 2020

TS #2020-0073

Notice of Public Hearing
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Mono County
Planning Commission will conduct a public hearing on
June 18, 2020. As authorized by Gov. Newsom’s Executive Orders, N-25-20 and N-29-20, the meeting will be
accessible remotely by livecast at: https://zoom.us/join
and by telephone at: 669-900-6833 (Meeting ID# is 968
5730 7341) where members of the public shallhave the
right to observe and offer public comment, to consider
the following:
10:05 a.m. ”CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 20-002/
Stone for an owner-occupied short-term rental use of
an attached one-bedroom unit at 116 Crowley Lake
Drive (APN 060-030-018) in Long Valley. The Land Use
Designation (LUD) is Estate Residential (ER). Maximum
occupancy is two people and one vehicle. In accordance
with the California Environmental Quality Act, a Notice
of Exemption will be filed. Project materials are available
for public review online at https://monocounty.ca.gov/
meetings?field_microsite_tid_1=597 and hard copies
are available forthe cost of reproduction by calling 760924-1800.
INTERESTED PERSONS are strongly encouraged to
attend the livecast meeting by phone or online, and to
submit comments to the Secretary of the Planning
Commission, PO Box 347, Mammoth Lakes, CA, 93546,
by 3 pm on Wednesday, June 17, to ensure timely receipt,
by email at cddcomments@mono.ca.gov, or via the livecast meeting (technology permitting). If you challenge
the proposed action(s) in court, you may be limited to
raising only those issues you or someone else raised at
the public hearing described in this notice, or in written
correspondence delivered to Secretary to the Planning
Commission at, or prior to, the public hearing.
TS #2020-0079

Notice of Ordinance
TOWN OF MAMMOTH LAKES
Notice is hereby given that on May 6, 2020 the Town
Council adopted an Ordinance entitled:
ORDINANCE NO. 20-06. AN ORDINANCE OF THE TOWN
COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF MAMMOTH LAKES, STATE
OF CALIFORNIA, AUTHORIZING THE LEVY OF SPECIAL
TAXES IN COMMUNITY FACILITIES DISTRICT NO.
2013-3 (TRANSIT SERVICES), INCLUDING CERTAIN ANNEXATION TERRITORY.
by the following vote:
AYES: Councilmembers Hoff, Stapp, Wentworth, Mayor
Pro Tem Salcido, and Mayor Sauser
NOES: None
ABSENT: None
ABSTAIN: None
DISQUALIFICATION: None
A certified copy of the complete text of the Ordinance is
posted and may be read at the Town Offices, Minaret Mall,
Old Mammoth Road, Mammoth Lakes, and /or a copy
may be obtained from the office of the Town Clerk at a
nominal charge.
Dated: May 7, 2020
JAMIE GRAY, Town Clerk
Town of Mammoth Lakes
TS # 2020-0076

Notice of Budget Adoption
Notice is hereby given that at a special meeting of the
Chalfant Valley Fire Department Community Services District to be held virtually on Thursday May 28, 2018 at 6:30
p.m., the Board of Directors will adopt the annual budget
for the 2020-2021 fiscal year.
As authorized by Governor Gavin Newsom’s Executive
Order, N-29-20, dated March 17, 2020, the meeting will
be held via teleconferencing with members of the Board
of Directors and required fire department members from
separate remote locations. This altered format is in observance of recent recommendations by local officials that
certain precautions be taken, including social distancing,
to address the threat of COVID-19.
There will be no physical location of the meeting open to
the public. Persons interested in listening and/or participating in this special meeting must contact the General
Manager at least two days prior to May 28, 2020 for Zoom
instructions and an invitation.
Copies of the proposed budget can be reviewed in
advance upon request. If you have any questions contact
Jayme L. Brown at (760) 872-1673 or msjaymelbrown@
gmail.com.
TS # 2020-0075

INTERESTED PERSONS are strongly encouraged to
attend the livecast meeting by phone or online, and
to submit comments to the Secretary of the Planning
Commission, PO Box 347, Mammoth Lakes, CA, 93546,
by 3 pm on Wednesday, May 20, to ensure timely receipt, by email at cddcomments@mono.ca.gov, or via
the livecast meeting (technology permitting).
If you challenge the proposed action(s) in court, you
may be limited to raising only those issues you or
someone else raised at the public hearing described in
this notice, or in written correspondence delivered to
Secretary to the Planning Commission at, or prior to,
the public hearing.

SECTION TWO: Chapter 1.12, Section 1.12.010 of the
Mono County Code is hereby amended to read as set forth
in Exhibit “A” attached hereto and incorporated herein by
this reference.
SECTION THREE: This ordinance shall take effect immediately as an urgency ordinance. This is based on the
Board of Supervisor’s finding that this ordinance is adopted
in compliance with Government Code Section 25123(d), that
it is necessary for the protection of the public peace, health
and safety for the reasons contained in the findings set forth
at the beginning of this ordinance, which are incorporated by
reference herein.

*A COMPLETE COPY OF EACH EXHIBIT LISTED
IS ON FILE WITH THE CLERK OF THE BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS AND IS AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC
INSPECTION AND COPYING IN THAT OFFICE IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE CALIFORNIA PUBLIC
RECORDS ACT, CHAPTER 3.5 OF DIVISION 7 OF
TITLE 1.’
PASSED, APPROVED and ADOPTED this 12th day of May
2020, by the following vote, to wit:
AYES: Supervisors Corless, Garner, Kreitz, and Peters.
NOES: Supervisor Stump.
ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
Stacy Corless, Chair
Mono County Board of Supervisors
TS # 2020-0080

Notice of Public Hearing
The governing board of the Mono County Office of
Education (MCOE) will conduct a public hearing on the
Proposed Budget for 2020/21 at their regular board meeting on May 28, 2020 at 10:00 AM.
Due to the Governor’s Shelter-in-Place executive order,
the public will be able to attend the meeting via Zoom.
Details for the Zoom Meeting will be released with the
Board agenda on May 22, 2020.
Any interested party may inspect the Proposed Budget
starting on May 22, 2020 at www.monocoe.org with the
current agenda. Public comment will be accepted by
email to board@monocoe.org no later than 5:00 PM on
May 24, 2020. The governing board is scheduled to take
action on the adoption of the proposed budget at their
regular board meeting on June 25, 2020 at 10:00 AM.
TS #2020-0081

Notice of Summons

Notice of Ordinance

NOTICE TO DEFENDANT: Jesse Yzaguirre, an individual,
and all persons claiming by, through, or under such persons
or defendants, and all persons unknown, claiming any legal
or equitable right, title, estate, lien, or interest in the real
property described in the complaint herein adverse to Plaintiff’s claim of title or any cloud on Plaintiff’s title thereto,
with all such persons being included in the persons named
as DOES 1 through 75, inclusive.

ORDINANCE NO. 20-05

YOU ARE BEING SUED BY PLAINTIFF: Robert A. Miller

AN ORDINANCE OF THE MONO COUNTY BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS AMENDING CHAPTER 1.12, SECTION
1.12.010 OF THE MONO COUNTY CODE PERTAINING
TO ENFORCEMENT OF EXECUTIVE ORDERS OF THE
GOVERNOR OF THE STATE, ORDERS OF THE STATE
PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICER AND ORDERS AND DIRECTIVES ISSUED BY THE COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH
OFFICER

NOTICE! You have been sued. The Court may decide against
you without your being heard unless you respond within 30
days. Read the information below.

TS #2020-0061

WHEREAS, Mono County Code Chapter 1.12, Section
1.12.010 (B) (“Section 1.12.010 (B)”) defines the scope of
laws subject to enforcement by the Mono County Code
Compliance Officer or other designated county personnel
through the Administrative Citation procedures set forth in
Mono County Code Chapter 1.12; and
WHEREAS, Section 1.12.010 (B) does not currently specifically authorize the enforcement of Executive Orders of the
Governor of the State, Orders of the State Public Health
Officer or orders and directives issued by the Mono County
Public Health Officer through issuance of administrative
citations; and
WHEREAS, the Mono County Board of Supervisors wishes
to amend Section 1.12.010 (B) to add Executive Orders of
the Governor of the State, Orders of the State Public Health
Officer and orders and directives issued by the Mono County
Public Health Officer to the list of those enactments which
may be enforced through the procedures set forth in Chapter
1.12 (Administrative Citations) of the Mono County Code;
and
WHEREAS, the current COVID-19 pandemic and recent
associated emergency declarations have created urgency
around the need to immediately enforce Executive Orders of
the Governor of the State, Orders of the State Public Health
Officer and orders and directives issued by the Mono County
Public Health Officer related to COVID-19, especially given
that Mono County’s small, rural and geographically isolated
nature severely limits its capacity to provide medical care to
large numbers of critically ill patients; and
WHEREAS, the urgent need for Mono County to enforce
Executive Orders of the Governor of the State, Orders of the
State Public Health Officer and orders and directives issued
by the Mono County Public Health Officer has made it essential that the County immediately amend Section 1.12.010
(B) of its code in furtherance of its emergency response to
the COVID-19 pandemic to protect the health, safety and
welfare of its citizens.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF
MONO COUNTY ORDAINS as follows:

You have 30 CALENDAR DAYS after this summons and
legal papers are served on you to file a written response at
this court and have a copy served on the Plaintiff. A letter
or phone call will not protect you. Your written response
must be in proper legal form if you want the court to hear
your case. There may be a court form that you can use for
your response. You can find these court forms and more
information at the California Courts Online Self-Help Center
(www. courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp), your county law library,
or the courthouse nearest you. If you cannot pay the filing
fee, ask the court clerk for a fee waiver form. If you do not
file your response on time, you may lose the case by default,
and your wages, money, and property may be taken without
further warning from the court.
There are other legal requirements. You may want to call an
attorney right away. If you do not know an attorney, you
may want to call an attorney referral service. If you cannot
afford an attorney, you may be eligible for free legal services
from a nonprofit legal services program. You can locate
these nonprofit groups at the California Legal Services Web
Site (www.lawhelpcalifornia.org), the California Courts
Online Self-Help Center (www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp), or
by contacting your local court or county bar association.
NOTE: The court has a statutory lien for waived fees and
costs on any settlement or arbitration award of $10,000 or
more in a civil case. The court’s lien must be paid before the
court will dismiss the case.
The name and address of the court is: LOS ANGELES
COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
111 N. Hill Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
The case number is BC 677225
The name, address, and telephone number of Plaintiff’s
attorney is:
Nicholas S. Nassif, Esq.
LAW OFFICES OF NICHOLAS S. NASSIF
3055 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010
DATE: November 6, 2019
James E. Blancarte Judicial Officer
TS#2020-0077
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LETTERS
continued from page 4
We’re all essential
Dear Editor,
This list was compiled by individuals who request to reopen Inyo/Mono
counties.
1) Government is restricting (unconstitutionally) an individual’s right to
provide for his/her family.
2) People are already coming to our
area. We ask that businesses be allowed
to safely and responsibly open to accommodate the tourism that is already here.
3) The ecomnomy is not just large
corporations, the stock market, etc. It is
small businesses that have contributed
to local economy, families and causes.
4) All jobs are essential - who decided
who was privileged enough to get an essential label from the government?
5) This shutdown has led to the
destruction of stability in crucial areas,
such as dental and eye care, mental and
physical health care and self-help group
closures which is leading to depression,
anxiety and substance abuse.
6). Let us, the taxpaying wage earners,
choose to make our personalized plans
to reopen with PPE guidelines in place.
Businessowners are concerned about
protecting themselves, families and
customers and keeping everyone safe as
they gradually open.
7) The loss of revenue from cancelling
Mule Days and postponing fishing season is a disaster. Closed campgrounds
lead to people camping outside of campgrounds and the environmental impact
is huge. The toilet paper, excrement and
urine on the ground is not only a health
issue, but an environmental nightmare.
8). We acknowledge the existence of
Covid-19 but it has not been the major
pandemic once feared (which is good)
and our health system has not been
overwhelmed. The 0.005% of deaths per
capita does not warrant the shutdown of
Inyo/Mono counties anymore.
9) There are many supporters of opening up businesses, pack stations, campgrounds etc. There are many who are not
vocal for fear of retaliation.
Rhonda Erickson
Bishop

“We need a real compromise”
Dear Mr. Lunch,
Regarding Monday’s announcement
that Mono County would not move fully
into Stage 2 based upon new Covid cases
...
May I just say that in my humble opinion, we cannot continue the shutdown
of Mammoth to visitors until there are
effectively no positive Covid tests. That’s
not viable. It just isn’t. There will be lots
of positive Covid tests all over this land
for perhaps several years to come. (We
don’t know for sure how long. But we
have to bet it may be years.)
It seems that extreme positions on
both sides of the open/close debate have
taken over from the intelligent middle—
as often happens these days. On one
hand, we can’t just ignore the virus and
pretend it’s not a danger. That’s silly. It is.
But we also can’t just pretend we don’t
need visitors to return soon to survive as
a town. That’s also silly. We do.
California public servants at every

level (state, county, town) have been
understandably focused for over two
months on preventing every single Covid
infection they possibly can. At virtually
any cost. They believe that’s their job. I
get that. And I hope we all honor their
commitment to it.
But meantime, whose job is it to make
sure going forward that the rest of us can
also earn incomes to support our kids,
pay for our housing, our health insurance, and our food—along with paying
the taxes that fund the guaranteed paychecks and benefits of those same public
servants making those decisions for us?
Is anyone organizing a thoughtful
local opposition (no pitchforks or rifles,
please) to this Mono County lockdown
that recognizes both the seriousness of
the virus AND the need for a local economic recovery? My hope is that those of
us who feel this way will come together
in a spirit of goodwill and cooperation to
influence the decisions being made.
It won’t be easy, what with all our public meetings brought to us by Zoom. And
it’s tough when every authority figure
can shift responsibility to someone else
higher or lower on the food chain. And it
might be difficult to reason with the local
residents who ignore that visitors (and
the businesses that serve them) directly
and indirectly carry the lion’s share of
the economic load for this community.
And it might be challenging to convince
our public servants, who are fortunate
to be largely personally divorced from
the economic impacts of their decisions.
Maybe if every local first and second
homeowner, renter, business owner, retiree, resident, and employee (public and
private sector) in Mono/Mammoth had
their income stream fully severed due to
the Covid lockdown, decisions would be
more balanced. But that’s not the reality.
And by the time that is the reality, it will
be much too late.
Despite all these inherent challenges,
I believe it’s time for us all to come together (in a positive spirit) and acknowledge some truths here:
1. There is no perfect choice between
public health and economic viability.
And they are complimentary and (unfortunately) competitive.
2. We need a real compromise that balances tough health consequences and
tough economic consequences—with
some painful losses in both.
3. The current virtually zero-tolerance
policy for positive Covid tests and visitation to our community is not sustainable.
4. Like it or not, Covid cases everywhere will rise slowly (or quickly) until
we reach a 60-70% infected rate or a
universally-available vaccine. We simply
can’t wait for that to take a year or two or
three to welcome visitors back here.
If each handful of positive Covid tests
are going to lock down this county, then
a whole lot of people are going to suffer
incredible hardship. And the town of
Mammoth may collapse in the process.
These are very very tough times
around the globe and here at home.
People are challenged and suffering
tragic losses in innumerable ways. Let’s
keep our kindness to the greatest extent
possible though this despite any disagreements we may have.
Derek L Johnson
Crystal Crag Lodge
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HORRORSCOPES
By Clouds McCloud

Taurus: This is certainly a birthday that
you’ll never forget. While there’s much
uncertainty heading into this next year,
this is no reason to be worried. You are,
after all, great and lucky when it comes
to money and getting lucky. You’re also
a master of spontaneity when you allow yourself to be. That’s why your new
motto comes from acting coach Viola
Spolin: “Through spontaneity we are
re-formed into ourselves.”
Gemini: Your words of wisdom come
from a fellow Gemini who showed us
that laughter makes us happier and
healthier, actor Jerry Stiller. 1) “During
the Great Depression, when people
laughed their worries disappeared.” 2)
“Serenity now, serenity now!” 3) “We
love you like a son, but even parents
have limits.” 4) “Today … there’s a
tendency to run away when things get
tough. There’s a lot of strength in hanging together.”
Cancer: Since we are living in an era
of fear, your job is to not give into it. To
help, try to remember that Fear stands
for “ False Evidence Appearing Real.”
And make one of these lines your new
motto. From Ram Dass, “ If you want
to cure the world, don’t emanate fear,
emanate love.” And from Clouds “The
only thing we have to fear is fear itself
and having elbow bumps replace hugs.”
Leo: Leos tend to be very optimistic
and opportunistic. But these trying
times could be taking some flame from
your fire and adding a little doubt to
your unflappable faith. That’s why your
new assignment is to get more exercise
and reward yourself by eating more
donuts. Adapting this philosophy will
help, “The optimist sees the donut. The
pessimist sees the hole. The opportunist eats the donut.”
Virgo: In case all this quarantining and
questions about the future are getting
you down, Clouds suggests you start
listening to more uplifting music. It
would also help if you danced along
to it too, especially if you do so in your
skivvies. Fellow Virgo James Bay offers
you a good place to start. “Loneliness
got you down and feeling low … I’m not
gonna run, not gonna hide anymore.
I’m gonna glow.”
Libra: Several planets have gone into
Retrograde recently so expect things
to move slowly and for lots of people
to regress before they start to move
forward or to find new directions. Since
any change can feel like trying to pass
a beer stein to most Libras, remember
this quote from fellow Libra, German
philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, “The
snake that cannot shed its skin perishes. Likewise those spirits who are
prevented from changing their opinions; they cease to be spirits.”
Scorpio: This quarantine time is both
a blessing and a challenge, especially
for couples. While fearmongers are
predicting lots of divorces, this is actually the perfect time for the 60 million
married Americans to find more happiness. To help make the most of your
relationships of any kind, experts say
to do the following. Find some space to
be alone. Put more effort into physical
touch, even high-fives help, but not as
much as spooning. Work on communicating. Appreciate that at least you have

someone to eat and argue with. Many
people don’t.
Sagittarius: Fellow larger-than-life
Sagittarian, Little Richard, has moved
onto that great stage in the sky. To help
you get in touch with your inner rock
star/drama queen, adapt at least one
line from “The Innovator.” A) “If at first
you don’t succeed, you get back up
and you try, and you try … except for
ice skating. I hate that crap.” B) “It’s not
the size of the ship, it’s the size of the
waves.” C) “The grass may look greener
on the other side, but believe me, it’s
just as hard to cut.”
Capricorn: Here are three rules for life
you can adopt or totally ignore since
having some choices in life right now
is nice. 1) If you don’t go after what you
want you’ll never get it. 2) If you don’t
step forward you’ll get stuck where
you’re standing. 3) Never make love
after chopping jalapeños.
Aquarius: One of the little known issues that’s being created by this time of
crisis is known as “skin hunger.” Even
non-touchy-feely people are suffering
from it. Most of us don’t realize how
much we actually touch others or need
that touch. Social distancing is taking
away hugs and handshakes, fist bumps
and pats on the fanny and this is making us feel more lonely and more out of
touch with our bodies. That’s why your
new assignment is to hug anyone you
safely can and to send virtual hugs to
anyone you can’t. As always, pants are
optional.
Pisces: As a spiritual person, the
world could really use your help right
now. We need reasons to be hopeful,
reasons to believe. That’s why it would
nice if you could make it your mission
each day to make someone else’s day.
It may be a simple as phone call, as
enjoyable a full body massage or as
easy as adopting this motto from fellow
Pisces Drew Barrymore, “I don’t want
to be a stinky poo-poo girl, I want to be
a flower child.”
Aries: Studies have shown that most
Americans have had a big decrease in
exercise since the pandemic put us in
a chokehold. Studies have also shown
that the less exercise we get the more
we tend to feel depressed. The more
depressed we feel the less we want to
exercise. This kind of spiraling certainly
isn’t going to help us put the coronavirus in sleeper hold. Therefore, your
new assignment is to get some exercise
every day. You can go for walks, do
yoga, practice your dance moves or put
your favorite wrestling partner in a rear
naked hold.

PERSONALS
I saw you ... last week at the Food Bank.
Wow. They should rename it a waistbandemic. You’ve put on some pounds! And
yet your right arm seems very toned ...
In search of ... a time machine, so I can
punch a one-way ticket to a crowded bar
full of tequila shots and women in crop
tops.
I saw you ... are itching to reopen, which
I find concerning. Why hasn’t the itching
gone away since the last time you were
open
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